GUIDELINES FOR IMPORT OF SAMPLE QUANTITY OF PESTICIDES FOR RESEARCH, TEST AND TRIAL (RTT) PURPOSES

(As approved by Registration committee in its 148th meeting held on 11.11.1994, 245th meeting held on 2.7.2004 and 329th meeting held on 8.6.2012)

I. Permission for import of sample quantity of pesticides may be given by Secretary, CIB&RC for all cases except the following:

   i. Pesticides falling under Red Colour toxicity triangle i.e. extremely toxic category (LD_{50} value is more than 50 mg/kg body weight).
   
   ii. Coded compounds which are not registered in any country and do not figure in pesticides manual.

II. Permission issued by Secretary CIB&RC should be brought to RC for ex-post-facto approval.

III. Documents Requirements for seeking RTT Import permit:

   1. Complete Form – C (Copy attached).
   2. Technical bulletin from inventor / manufacturer.
   3. Information on Chemistry, toxicity and bio-efficacy.
   4. Justification for quantity.
   5. Authenticated copy of the Registration Certificate for manufacture of particular molecule/pesticide in that country, issued from the Registration Authority.
   6. Authorization for supplier in case of sample quantity is not supplied by the Manufacturer.
   7. For coded & non-registered pesticides authentic document from the Inventor.
From No -“C”

Application for permission to import small quantity of insecticides/chemicals for the purpose of examination, analysis, test and trials and etc,

(Reference: 211th meeting of RC held on 30-05-2001)

1. Name of Importer with full Address. : 

2. Name of overseas manufacturer and the supplier : 

3. Name of Chemical

   i) Code Number : 
   ii) Common accepted name : 
   iii) Chemical name : 
   iv) Whether included in the Schedule to the Act,1968 : 

4. a) Toxicity (LD 50 value) 

   i) Oral toxicity : 
   ii) Dermal toxicity : 

   b) Whether manufacture, sale, distribution or use is prohibited in the country of its manufacture or any restrictions have been imported thereon. If so, please give full details. : 

5. Main active group to which the chemical belongs. : 

6. Specific purpose for which the chemical required. : 

7. Crops/pests against which this is proposed to be tested. : 

8. a) Name of Institution where it is to be tested in the country. : 

   b) Name & designation of the person under whose supervision tests are to be conducted. : 

9. Quantity asked for and likely area to be covered. :
10. Type of packing : 

11. Port of landing/entry : 

12. Whether being imported as free Sample and if so its nominal value : 

13. Whether any examination, analysis, tests or trials are already being carried out in the country and if so, please give details. : 

Signature of the applicant:_________________

Name of the applicant:-:________________

**VERIFICATION**

I, ______________________ S/o Shri ____________________________
Resident of __________________________________________________
do hereby verify, in my capacity as ____________________________, authorized signatory of______________________________ that the particulars given above are true and correct and that I am competent to sign and verify the above application.

Place: ___________  Signature ___________

Date: ___________  Name ___________

(Seal)